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Editorial
There was a good turnout of SAM Club members last Saturday. I
missed it! I came home Friday tea time and the ‘newish’ electric
door wouldn’t open! The manual turning pole didn’t work either.
The result was that the car was outside the garage and the bike
was inside. The repairer had to fit a new, bigger, motor on
Saturday morning. Bet that’s the best excuse you’ve heard for a
while.

On Wednesday evening, Steve Harper took a few brave members
out on his ‘Green Lane Bimble’. A fantastic evening’s ride down
some interesting tracks. If you fancy some Green Lane riding
drop Steve an email via the Contact page on the SAM website.
Rider numbers are limited to ensure that everyone has a good
time.

With the warm weather coming back, we are taking lessons on
riding in extreme heat from a couple of Australian bikers. Now
they REALLY know about extreme weather. The warm weather
sees far more pillion riders so there is a ‘Complete Guide to
Riding with a Pillion’ for you to enjoy. Riding in hot weather with a
pillion can rapidly lead to riding fatigue, so there is help on how
to cope with it.

The news feeds are also full of heartbreaking stories on the
epidemic of bike thefts. One Crime Commissioner is suggesting
drone technology as a way of tracking the thieves. Well it’s
working well for the Ukrainian army, but I don’t think they will
attach explosives to them, however much we might wish they
would.

The bike news feeds have lots of stories about new electric bikes
this week. After a break of 35 years Can-Am, a Canadian leisure
craft company, are bringing two new bikes to market.
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In Italy, just north of Florence, there are two ‘Smart’ sections of
road. The difference between these ‘Smart’ roads and the perilous
UK versions is that traffic data is live streamed to the vehicles
actually using the sections of road. So, early warning of hazards,
accidents, holdups and weather warnings are given, providing
they have the technology to receive it, to vehicles on the
carriageway. Whilst this is not a ‘perfect’ solution, it does seem to
be a much better implementation of so-called ‘Smart’ roads than
those done in the UK.

I didn’t know that there was a bike gender bias, i.e. specific bikes
for men and women. Well, you can read about opinions on ‘first
bikes for women’. A worthy read to inform all new bikers,
irrespective of gender. Now, some sad news. The UK motorcycle
market is shrinking. This is really worrying because, with only 1%
of bikers taking up advanced rider training, surely it is time to
show that biking is a help in hard times, not a hindrance to
progress. With its capability to reduce pollution, provide more
efficient and cost-effective journeys, and reduce congestion, bikes
provide a great way to get around. For our history item this week
you can read about Betty Springfield. Never heard of her? This
lady rode a series of bikes, over a million miles, to support Civil
Rights and women’s rights in the USA.

Finally, the arrogance of expertise. You can read about the
self-described ROSPA Gold and IAM RoadSmart 'Instructor’ who,
having been the instrument of his own riding misfortune, had the
pretentious arrogance to boast about having advanced
observation and riding capabilities and get it published in the
motorcycling press. Thankfully, the reply gave a short shrift to the
complaint. This is definitely not how SAM Observers behave and
such behaviour falls a long way short of what is expected by SAM
Club and IAM RoadSmart members. Rant over. Happy reading.
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Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists

Roy Clark is  fundraising for the
Alzheimer’s Society. Here’s his
JustGiving page.

https://www.justgiving.com/…/trek26peakdistrict13miles…
He is doing this walk in honour of my wife Kim who has recently
passed away. Many thanks to all those that have already donated.
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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Biking News Online

Riding in Extreme Heat: Lessons from the
Australian Outback: Riding in Extreme Heat.
It’s early morning as I open my helmet visor.
The feeling of the hot air rushing in is akin to
opening an oven door. We are in the remote
Australian Outback; the closest city is 200

miles away. Today, we want to reach the mesmerising Bungle
Bungle Range in the middle of the desert, and we need to start
right away—before the temperature passes 100°F. Suddenly, I
feel a sharp pain in my abdomen. The pain gets worse. I can’t
ride any farther and must lay down. We don’t know it yet, but in
several hours, I’ll be on a plane heading to the hospital. The
culprit? Dehydration. Read more…

CHEAP THRILLS: RACING CUSTOM
COLEMAN MINI BIKES WITH ICON. OUR
FRIENDS AT Icon Motosports have a few
screws loose—and we mean that as a
compliment. The riding gear they
produce is wild, but the bikes they build
in their Portland workshop are even
wilder. So when Icon decided to spice up the annual dealer show
of parent company Parts Unlimited, things got real weird, real
quick. They decided to rally their friends in the biz, and organize
a no-holds-barred custom challenge…with Coleman BT200X mini
bikes. Read more…
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DEATH TO PETROL: UNTITLED’S
ELECTRIC SUPERMOTO CONCEPT

While some are sceptical about the
future of electric motorcycles, others,
like Adam Kay, are far more
enthusiastic. So enthusiastic, in fact,
that he’s just named his latest project

‘Death to Petrol.’ It’s all very tongue in cheek of course. As the
founder of Untitled Motorcycles in London, Adam has a number of
petrol-powered customs… Read more…

A frequent contributor of
comments on CW content, “cc
roselle,” recently wrote to speculate
that since electrically driven wheel
hubs have become common thanks
to the popularity of electric-assist
bicycles, might it be time to reconsider two-wheel drive for
motorcycles? “Charles Engels” wrote in reply, saying that for a
vehicle as tall as a motorcycle (its CG is high in relation to its
short wheelbase) the best means of increasing maximum
acceleration is a longer wheelbase. Consider the case of Suzuki’s
Hayabusa, with a wheelbase just over 58 inches; in competition,
NHRA Pro Stock Motorcycle drag racing permits a maximum
wheelbase of 70 inches. Read more…

Best Beginner Motorcycles for
Women. Ladies, shopping for a
beginner motorcycle is all part of
the fun. It’s been about seven years
since I started riding motorcycles.
Those seven years have been some
of the most transformative of my
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life—sappy, maybe, but true. Now, instead of going on about the
freedom I’ve experienced and the fun I’ve had, I’m going to help
you experience it all yourself. Read more…

Newcastle’s ‘bike crime emergency’: City
chiefs call for drones to tackle riders on
stolen machines. Antisocial and illegal
riding, alongside motorcycle theft, have
come under the spotlight in Newcastle.

“Colleagues across the council will be
aware of a collision between a motorcycle and a pedestrian on the
evening of Monday, 13 June,” Cllr Jason Smith told a recent
meeting of the city council. “The accident resulted in two primary
school children being hospitalised. Sadly, this shocking incident
was not totally unexpected. Residents have been warning the
police about this for some time.” Read more…

How To Prevent and Overcome
Fatigue on Motorcycle Rides. As a
motorcyclist it goes without saying
that a motorcycle is more physically
demanding to that of driving an
automobile. The abundance of fresh
air and the rolling road can be so
relaxing it may induce sleepiness and a dangerously passive
approach to operating your motorcycle. You might think it
impossible to fall asleep on a motorcycle, on short or long
motorcycle rides - but many have! So here's how to prepare and
tips on how to prevent and overcome fatigue on motorcycle rides.
Read more…
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The Complete Guide to Riding With
A Passenger. Riding a motorcycle
solo requires balance and control.
Riding a motorcycle with a passenger
requires twice those skills. Generally,
as a woman motorcycle or scooter
rider your passenger's weight is

greater than your own. If you're already operating a heavier
motorcycle such as the Harley-Davidson Streetglide, you'll need
to be entirely confident in your abilities before taking a passenger.
Nevertheless,  hosting friends or family members on the back of
your motorcycle makes for fun rides or tours and is totally
rewarding! When you take along a passenger you're giving them
a first hand experience of the enjoyment you have for
motorcycling as well as a sample of Read more…

Bessie Stringfield fought for civil
rights and equality by doing what she
loved despite the struggles and danger
that came with riding motorcycles.
Before the days of national highway
systems, before the Civil Rights
Movement took hold and women were
frequently treated as nothing more
than baby-makers… Bessie Stringfield was an active solo traveler.
Bessie is a bastion of freedom through motorcycling to this day
for this reason and so many more. Born in North Carolina in
1911, she was no stranger to the dangers of segregation and
mistreatment of women. Despite many risks and warnings from
friends and family, she racked up nearly a million miles on her 27
Harley Davidson motorcycles (and one Indian Scout). In her
six-decade-long motorcycling career, she rode around America
eight total times. Read more…
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Italy’s Smart Roads To Be
Operational And Here’s What
They Can Do. Two sections are
operational, and the smart roads
can relay traffic, accident, and
other incident reports to drivers.
Between the south and the north
of Florence in Italy, which

stretches 26 kilometres for each road, new interactive smart
roads collect traffic information and relay them to motorists.
Thanks to the collaboration between Autostrade per l’Italia, its
subsidiary Movyon, and the Volkswagen Group Italy, the two
smart roads will soon start operation. Read more…

STRIKING CAN-AM PULSE AND
ORIGIN EVS LAUNCHED AS BRAND
RETURNS TO TWO-WHEELS

Can-Am unveils its first new
motorcycles in 35 years with the
launch of the electric Can-Am Origin
dual-sport and Can-Am Pulse roadster, due in 2024. Can-Am has
revealed the models that will spearhead its return to the
two-wheel market with the launch of electric Can-Am Origin and
Can-Am Pulse, its first motorcycles in 35 years. The Canadian
company - owned by Bombardier Recreational Products -
produced motorcycles during the 1970s and 1980s, earning its
reputation on the back of a motocross and off-road range of
models that achieved success on the North American racing
scene. Read more…
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UK MOTORCYCLE MARKET
CONTINUES TO SHRINK AS COST
OF LIVING CRISIS WORSENS.
Honda remains atop the
motorcycle registration charts for
July 2022, but overall registrations
are down on last year, as well as

June. The Motorcycle Industry Association (MCIA) has released its
registration figures for July 2022, which show Honda is still the
leading manufacturer in the UK motorcycle market, and that the
market overall continues to grow in 2022 compared to last year.
Read more…

I have recently been stopped
by the Met Police and offered a
fixed penalty offer of three
points and a fine for stopping
in an ‘Advanced Stop Line’ box
on my ‘motor bicycle’ in
London. This is the box cyclists can use to wait at the head of
stationary traffic stopped at red lights (although most of the ones
I see don’t even bother stopping! Lunatics!). Read more…

I am an IAM instructor and have
also done my ROSPA gold so I know
how to ride and have great
observational skills, even if I do say
so myself. Two months ago I went out
on my own to blow away the
cobwebs. About an hour in I came up
behind a large beer delivery lorry.

Despite being a 60mph limit, this plonker was trundling along at
about 20mph. He seemed a bit hesitant. I followed him for about
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500 yards and once I’d established it was safe to overtake (the
road straightened up) I opened up my BMW R1150GS to make
progress, as you’re meant to, and get past him. However, as I
was alongside, he just hooked a right and smashed me off,
sending me into a pub garden, thankfully missing the punters sat
on benches enjoying the sunshine. As I had bust my foot, an
ambulance was called and whilst I was in the back, the old bill
turned up. Long story short, unbelievably, I’m the one now
getting done for driving without due care and attention. The lorry
driver reckons he had slowed sometime before because he wasn’t
sure where the pub was (it turns out he was making a delivery
there). He also said he was definitely indicating before he turned
right. The Police also have two witnesses who say he was
indicating but I didn’t see it and I’m sure I would have done being
an advanced rider. I think they’ve all made it up, being anti-biker.
(Italics added by Editor - see Editorial comment) Read more…
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SAM Meetings

Plenty of Club members out last Saturday

SAM Club Saturday Meetings 9am every Saturday

Steve Harper will be providing slow riding training with cone layouts
that give you the chance to  practise your slow riding skills.
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Steve Harper’s Green Lane Bimble
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Next SAM Club night: 5th September
2022 meet at 7.30pm for an 8pm
start at Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60
5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to
update it if your health and/or social

circumstances change. SAM Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be
a safer rider.

Our newest Observer
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Pete Lenthall (left) receives a well-earned certificate from
Chairman Steve Brown

Support Roy Clark’s (SAM
Membership Secretary) walk for
the Alzheimer’s Society.
Trek26 Peak District 2022 - 13
miles run by Alzheimer's Society
Immerse yourself in exploring
the Peak Districts famous hills,
dramatic rocky outcrops, wild
moorlands and tranquil dales all
in one day. Trek for loved ones, and raise money so together we
can find a cure. Charity Registration No. 296645
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood
Bikes would like to hear from
people who are able to become
volunteer fundraisers for this
vital charity that benefits
patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you
can only spare an hour to
volunteer for us - we really
need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

Here are the July
statistics for
Whiteknights.

We are averaging
200 urgent call
outs a month with
over 6000 miles
ridden again.

We especially
thank our fuel
sponsor, Terberg
DTS UK, for their wonderful contribution to fuel our fleet so far
this year.
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What’s On?
The ‘What’s On?’ section has migrated to the SAM website’s front
page. For all the latest events, in one place, you can find
whatever piques your interest.

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

#SummerRiding - Fancy getting on
two-wheels? Then check out our
brand-new FREE online magazine that
takes you through the whole process.

#thinkbike #filterfriendly
#cbtplus #1stbike

https://sysrp.co.uk/17-24/motorcycles_and_scooters

#SummerRiding - On two-wheels but
thinking what's next? Check out our
brand new 'Ride On' online mag, which
takes you through advanced training to
going electric.

https://sysrp.co.uk/25_plus/motorcycles_and_scooters
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#SummerRiding - If out with a pillion do
you need to change the settings on your
bike? This could be anything from tyre
pressures, suspension to your headlights.

Matching outfits optional.

#thinkbike #filterfriendly #ridesmart

#SummerRiding - Neevesy from
MCN reminds us of the highs and
lows of touring on a motorbike.
Plus a few hints and tips if finally
planning on getting out there this
year.

Always make sure your luggage is
secured properly and check
regularly that nothing has come
loose. Any additional weight
will affect the handling, braking
and fuel economy. #thinkbike
#filterfriendly #ridesafe

READY TO PASS?

The @dvsagovuk has launched a new
campaign to improve learner drivers’
understanding of what it means to be ‘test
ready’.
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Data shows that 51% of driving tests taken between Oct and Dec
2021 were failed.

Find out more: https://readytopass.campaign.gov.uk/

#drivingtest #licence

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last time
about a project we were developing as a
joint venture with a local charity, where
riders donate their old or unwanted riding
gear to the charity and items can then be
sold at a reduced cost to young riders via
the charity’s online site. It’s a win-win-win;
helping riders to offload their unwanted
gear, providing much needed funds for good

causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an affordable
price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final completion,
the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood - took the
reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which unfortunately
led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other charities have
since been considered, but as yet none have the right fit. We’re
continuing to look for a suitable charity to work with on this
project.

BetheBest – we have created a
generic logo to encourage all riders
to take additional training in one
format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed
on promotional snoods to promote
the campaign (available at SAM Club
Nights). The snoods have been
produced in a series of different
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motorbike brand colours, (Red, Orange, Green and Blue), to test
if this approach is more appealing to riders.

Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** TIPS ON TUESDAY *** Four
must-haves for a longer trip #1

Last month I featured five items I think that
we'd be wise to carry whenever we're out on
the bike. I listed a USB power bank for
emergency phone charging, a cheap
waterproof two-piece oversuit, a visor
cleaning kit, a puncture repair … Read

more…
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*** ONLINE ADVICE *** Why
I write, what I write. The
reasons I write are because I
love bikes, and because I
believe I'm reasonably good at
communicating about bikes.
When I write something here
on Facebook, there are two things you can be sure of. No-one is
paying me to write something, so what...Read more…

Elevenses 261 Sun 7 Aug - motorcycle news, tips & views

in today's show... biggest ever gathering of female bikers becomes target for bike
thieves... rumours of new entry level Triumph this autumn... supply chain issues stop
production of some Honda models... profits up for Duca… Read more…

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY ***
Confidence-sapping mistakes #1 -
brake use. One of the biggest mistakes
riders make when improving their riding
skills - and I'm not just talking about
novices either - is focusing on 'going'
without remembering to develop their

'stopping' first. I'm no speed freak but… Read more…

*** SCIENCE OF BEING SEEN ***
'Pigeon vision' - why it's not a thing.
Ryan over at FortNine recently put up a
video entitled 'How pigeons explain a
common motorcycle crash'.  The
presentation says that pigeons "suck at
assessing how fast a particular vehicle
is closing on them". And he points to … Read more…?
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*** COMMENT *** Bike theft - should we worry?

Over the months, I've been carrying various stories from around
the UK about the problem of bike theft. Broad daylight attacks on
bikes in London, 1700 people signing a petition on Humberside
where one rider had had three machines stolen, 49 bikes goi…
Read more…

Elevenses 260 Wed 3 Aug - motorcycle news, tips & views

in today's show... Police officer served with gross misconduct notice after fatal 999
crash killed 74 yr old bike passenger... fire that destroyed grassland in Milton Keynes
caused by torched scooter... brothers who shot bi… Read more…

IAM RoadSmart News

independence for many older drivers.
That’s why we created our Mature
Driver Review. The aim of the review
is to improve driver confidence,
making the driver (and their
passengers) feel as safe as possible.
There’s no pass or fail – just useful
advice after this 1-hour session.

Find out more

Would you benefit from some safety
advice when it comes to driving on
narrow country roads? IAM
RoadSmart’s Head of Driving & Riding
Standards Richard Gladman is on hand
in part three of his expert driving tips.
Read the latest hints & tips here
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Most breakdowns are
avoidable. Around 40,000
breakdowns were recorded as
due to tyre issues in the year
from June 2019 to May 2020,
while more than 6,000 people
simply ran out of fuel.

If your vehicle has a problem,
or you get into trouble on a
motorway, stay calm and try
to exit at the next junction or
motorway service area. If

that’s not possible:

Put your left indicators on.

Move into the left lane.

Enter the next emergency area, or hard shoulder.

Put your hazard lights on.

Get behind a safety barrier where there is one - keep well away
from moving traffic.

Call National Highways on 0300 123 5000, then a breakdown
provider for help.

If you are unable to exit your vehicle and get to a safe place,
have stopped in a live traffic lane or feel your life is in danger:

- Stay in your vehicle with your seatbelts and hazard lights on.

- Call 999 immediately.

#RoadSafety #GoLeft #NationalHighways National Highways
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Motorcycling Safely
Riding a motorcycle is adventurous
and an exhilarating experience.
However, the harsh reality is that
an average of 6 motorcyclists died
and 115 were seriously injured per
week in reported road casualties

between 2015 to 2020. More information

New CEO set to drive the future
of the UK’s leading road safety
charity
Experienced senior business leader,
Antony Kildare, has been announced
as the new permanent CEO of the
UK’s leading independent road safety
charity, IAM RoadSmart.

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills
to correctly anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on
your rides. Find out more
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SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.
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Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 30th August 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 5th September 2022 meet at

7.30pm for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Autumn Breakfast Meet: 22nd October 2022. 9.30am -
11am The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield
S17 3BQ, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
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claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
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standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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